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Congratulations  
on your commitment to radiant self-care!

The Recipe for Radiance: Mastering the Art of Self-Care booklet is designed to help  
you create your ultimate, life-long guide for optimal health—soul health. In my mind, 
self-care IS soul care and although the concept of consciously tending to one’s own  
well-being is relatively new, the trend toward a proactive and well-balanced lifestyle 
is nothing less than a positive one. In fact, it is the key to both radiant health and 
conscious evolution.

When asked, most people can’t fully describe what it takes to keep them afloat, let  
alone identify what helps them feel more radiant. While it is important to care for 
oneself after a stressful event, it is essential that we establish an ongoing soul care  
plan that both sets the foundation for overall soul health and restores us when  
our internal resources are low.
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This guide will help you:

Transform your life….

  Recharge your mind….

    Inspire your soul….

      Restore your body….

Why is it important to create your  
personalized Recipe for Radiance?
The research is clear—those who actively participate in healthy  
and nurturing behavior have LESS
 Depression
  Stress
   Anxiety
    Physical Illness
 

...And MORE 
 Energy
  Optimism
   Life/Job/Relationship Satisfaction
    Joy

       
    
Taking the time to create your own personalized “Recipe for Radiance” is an investment 
in yourself and your future—one that will set the foundation to withstand any challenges 
that the human condition may send your way. Your “recipe” will not only ensure that your 
foundation is already strong, but will also offer you the essential tools you may need 
throughout your life to remain balanced and radiant.

Congratulations once again for committing to your ultimate soul care! 
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The Soul Health Model
The soul is at the hub of all aspects of the human condition—it is what informs us  
of what we need or don’t need in order to lead a radiant life. The soul is the essence of 
who we are and when we listen to what it needs and act upon its requests, our soul health 
is guaranteed. If even one “branch” is left unbalanced, the rest of your tree of life can 
suffer. BUT, when you work to balance just one branch, all of the others will improve  
as well!  

The beauty of soul health is that the more we align the branches of our human  
condition to reflect the needs of our soul—our inner ally—the more radiant we feel.   
This is conscious evolution at its best!
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To begin exploring the key ingredients for your Recipe for Radiance, consider the  
Soul Health Model and list at least one self-care activity you already use regularly or one  
you know is particularly beneficial for you within each branch:

Physical:  ________________________________________________________________

Psychological:  ___________________________________________________________

Social:  __________________________________________________________________

Interpersonal:  ___________________________________________________________

Intellectual/Occupational:  ________________________________________________

Environmental:  __________________________________________________________

Financial:  _______________________________________________________________

Spiritual:  ________________________________________________________________

Sexual:  _________________________________________________________________

Recreational:  ____________________________________________________________
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Developing your “Recipe for Radiance”
If you were a chef, you would take time to create beautiful and nourishing meals in a very 
mindful and intentional manner. A chef perfects their recipes by imagining the desired 
outcome or experience they would like their customers to have. They experiment with 
various ingredients until they come up with a combination that works. The chef may add 
a little bit of “this” or a little bit of “that”, until all of the flavors, textures, and nutrients 
come together to please and nourish the soul.

The same is true for creating your personalized “Recipe for Radiance”. In order to  
master the art of self—or soul care, you must take your time to mindfully and 
intentionally imagine how a radiant life would feel for you. Then, you must consciously 
choose the self-care behaviors—or “ingredients” that feed, nourish, and restore your 
soul. Although you likely haven’t spent much time developing a structured and unique 
self-care plan, now is the time to master the art of soul care in order to fully ensure your 
optimal soul health.

Consider the following step-by-step instructions about how to create your own  
“Recipe for Radiance”. For now, read through the list, then move onto the next section  
of this booklet which will help you more specifically create your key ingredient list (step 2). 
You will revisit the rest of the steps after the essential “nutrients” of your soul health  
have been identified.

1) Visualize your “plate”   
Take some time to visualize what “radiance” would 
feel like for you. What would be different in your life? 
How would you feel? Think? React? How would you 
know you felt radiant? 

2) Develop a list of “ingredients” 

Spend some time identifying your essential soul-care  
activities. (Go to next section after reading through list.)

3) Prepare the “elements” 
Plan for success
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4) Determine the “yield” 

Consider the “nutrients” and  
prioritize your ingredients. 

5) Define the “amounts” 

Identify frequency and “potency” of activity.

  

6) Develop the “mixing  
    & handling” directions 

Determine and define specific methods  
for acquiring and utilizing your ingredients.

7) Identify necessary equipment 

Pinpoint what it will take to create your recipe.

8) Adjust the “time and temperature” 

Fine-tune duration and intensity.

9) Test your recipe 

Experiment, “taste”, and  
perfect your “recipe”.
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10) “Plate” your masterpiece 
Decorate and arrange your life for radiant living.

Developing Your List of Ingredients— 
The Key to Your Recipe for Radiance
Identifying your list of ingredients for your personalized Recipe for Radiance is the most 
important step in creating your optimal life. Most people can list a few things they like 
to do as part of their self (soul)-care plan, but now it is time to develop your full list of 
ingredients that will supply you with the ongoing nourishment you need to both feed  
and rebalance your soul from this point forward.

Creating Your “Soul Soup” 
There are three components to  
creating your personalized  
“Soul Soup”. These include: 

1) Your “Primary Ingredients”  
The “Meat, potatoes, and vegetables”  
or the “staples” of your self-care plan

2) Your “Broth”  
The “fluid” things in life that create  
healthy continuity

3) Your “Spices”  
The things that “season” your life  
and make you who you are.

Optimal soul care requires the full line of ingredients, not just a few basic fixings.  
By taking the time to identify the key elements of your personal soul-care plan, you will 
be ensured of leading a more nourishing and fulfilling life.  
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Primary Ingredients
The primary ingredients of your Recipe for Radiance include the “staples” of what you 
need in order to feel balanced and whole. These are the activities that will, without fail, 
pull you out of a funk while also bolstering your foundation for any unforeseen stressful 
event(s). These activities may include those that address basic needs (healthy nutrition, 
good sleep, security, etc.), but these ingredients are more specific to YOU in balancing 
and restoring your life. For example, everyone needs good nutrition, but you may need a 
particular form of food nourishment at any given time to feel healthy. Also, some people 
rely on exercise to balance a mood, while others identify different needs in achieving the 
same goal.

To achieve optimal soul health, you must create your own personalized list of primary 
ingredients that nourish you in your own unique way. Alone, each activity might not seem 
distinctive, but in combination, your key ingredients will supply you with the “staples” of 
individualized self-or soul care. It is this specific blending of ingredients that will nourish 
the needs of your inner ally—your soul.

Example list of Primary Ingredients:
** Note:  Remember to add specific “measurements”

• Frequent moderate exercise (5 times/week, 45+ minutes each)

• Good sleep and rest (7 hours sleep/night, 30 minutes each 
night to relax)

• Time to read (non work-related material—cooking/travel 
magazines, 30 min/night)

• Time in nature (time outside among trees/wildlife, etc. 
—while walking or simply sitting on deck)

• 3-5 hours of spiritual activity/week (reading, inspirational 
movies, talks, meditation, music, etc.)

• Time with dogs (nightly)
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Your Primary Ingredients:
Take time to think through what it is that restores you when you feel the worst.  
At least some of these activities are likely to be the primary ingredients for your  
Recipe for Radiance. Identify what “cuts the edge” when you’re feeling the most  
stressed as well as what “fills you up” when most depleted. Consider whether these  
actions are “staples” in your soul health diet.

Now list at least 5 key ingredients that always realigns your life and feeds your soul:

1) ________________________________________________________________

2) ________________________________________________________________

3) ________________________________________________________________

4) ________________________________________________________________

5) ________________________________________________________________

6) ________________________________________________________________

7) ________________________________________________________________

8) ________________________________________________________________

9) ________________________________________________________________

10) ________________________________________________________________

As with all master chefs, you may have to experiment with your ingredient list to make 
sure it reflects your perfect Recipe for Radiance. This process can take a while, so be 
patient and make sure you identify the base elements of your own perfect “dish” of life.
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“The Broth”
Now that you have identified the “staples” of your Recipe for Radiance, take some time 
to explore the more “fluid” parts of life that help to support your personalized “soul 
soup”. These are the elements that help to keep your soul soup simmering and assist 
in “blending” your key ingredients. For example, perhaps music is a big part of life—
something that helps to ease stress and rebalance your soul regardless of what  
is occurring. By intentionally adding a hearty helping of music to each day, you  
might notice an ongoing sense of balance and/or peace that doesn’t occur without  
this element.

Personally, my ongoing leisure activities usually define my “broth”. For instance, learning 
new things has always been an important part of my life. This may come in the form of 
traveling to new places, reading something that interests me, or watching a documentary 
about a curious topic. Therefore, the intentional act of learning something new brings 
many of the other elements of my life together. Give some thought to the activities that 
help to balance your life on a regular and “fluid” basis. Remember that these activities 
aren’t necessarily as measurable as your staples (duration, frequency, etc.), but that 
without these ingredients, your life wouldn’t feel as “blended” or “fluid”.

Example list of activities that create “The Broth”:
• Learning something new (reading about travel destinations,  

a new craft or home improvement project, scientific discoveries, etc.)

• Doing something creative (cooking/baking, decorating,  
planning workshops, etc.)

• Making things pretty (gardening, painting, cleaning)

• Watching a good movie (mindless entertainment)

• Planning my next trip (ongoing process)

• Background music (Guitar or piano music, with no words)

• Journal-writing (exploration/reflection about life)
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Consider the more “fluid” activities in your life—things that come and go, but help  
to nourish you along the way.  

Now list at least 5 activities that define your personal “Broth”:

1) ________________________________________________________________

2) ________________________________________________________________

3) ________________________________________________________________

4) ________________________________________________________________

5) ________________________________________________________________

6) ________________________________________________________________

7) ________________________________________________________________

8) ________________________________________________________________

9) ________________________________________________________________

10) ________________________________________________________________

Your personalized “soul soup” will change over time, but when you identify the key 
elements that help make your life more fluid and full, your life will also feel more 
enriched and complete.
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“The Spices”
What seasons your life? Which “spices”—or unique flavorings—make you who you are?
The “spices” of life in the Recipe for Radiance include the activities that tend to set you 
apart from others. These are the activities and interests that help to more specifically 
define who you are. For example, I love to attend modern dance performances and 
musicals—the quirkier, the better! I love things that are whimsical, “different”, and even 
a bit shocking or curious. I enjoy decorating my home with large gemstones such as 
amethyst, geodes, and selenite and pieces of petrified wood. I like buying fun and funky 
shoes that few others would dare to wear. Those closest to me know that I love just about 
any animal that exists, so I try to make a point to slow down and observe any creature that 
crosses my path. All of the mentioned elements of my soul soup help to “season” my life in 
a unique and fulfilling way. These are the unique ingredients that flavor my life and make 
me who I am. Without these “spices”, my life would not reflect the true essence of who  
I am.

Your personalized seasonings are another part of what feeds your soul—without adding 
these activities to your life, you would have a rather bland pot of soul soup. Instead, your 
personal interests add flavor to your life and feed you at a soul level.  

Example list of activities (“spices”) that season your life:
• Growing herbs on back porch

• Attending occasional popular artist concert

• Traveling to local orchard to pick cherries 

• Hiking alone in the woods

• Collecting fortune cookie fortunes

• Throwing theme parties 

• Wearing unusual colors of toenail polish

Explore what “seasons” your life in such a way that it reflects the unique nature of who you 
are.  These are the activities that others might talk about when describing you to others. 
These “spices” are generally unique to your particular blend and help to create your 
personalized “flavor” of life.
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Now list at least 5 activities that define the “spices” that help to create your  
personalized Recipe for Radiance:

11) ________________________________________________________________

12) ________________________________________________________________

13) ________________________________________________________________

14) ________________________________________________________________

15) ________________________________________________________________

16) ________________________________________________________________

17) ________________________________________________________________

18) ________________________________________________________________

19) ________________________________________________________________

20) ________________________________________________________________

It’s time to put all of these ingredients together to create your own Recipe for Radiance. 
List all of your ingredients on the following recipe card:

Recipe  RadianceRadianceRecipe  
SPICESPRIMARY INGREDIENTS INGREDIENTS FOR THE BROTH

YOUR PERSONALYOUR PERSONAL
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Perfecting your “Recipe for Radiance”
Once the key ingredients to your Recipe for Radiance have been identified, you will need 
to complete your soul care plan to include specific “measurements”, “equipment”, 
“instructions”, “time and frequency”, and so on. Never before have you been so 
clear about what you need in order to feel more radiant, and never again will you be 
unequipped to balance and restore your life.

3) Prepare the “Elements” 
 While identifying the list of key ingredients is the  
most important part of your “recipe”, planning ahead or 
“preparing” for taking action is the key to success in  
creating a more radiant life. Spend some time thinking 
about how you will remember to utilize your newly identified 
“ingredients” in the times of stress.  Place your “recipe card” 
somewhere handy to remind yourself of these essential 
ingredients to your optimal soul health.

4) Determine the “Yield” 
Consider the “nutrients” and prioritize your ingredients 
according to what you need at the time. For instance, on 
some occasions, you might need a long walk to help you 
rebalance your life, while in others you might need to reach 
for your journal or spend time alone to recharge. Chefs 
know when to add particular ingredients depending on 
what seems to be missing. When you hone your awareness 
for what your soul needs, you will always come up with the 
perfect “meal” to nourish your inner ally. 

5) Define the “Amounts”   
Identify the frequency and “potency” of a particular activity 
required to ensure your soul health. For example, if you 
know that exercising 4-5 times at a moderate level each  
week helps you to feel charged and balanced, make sure  
you make time to add this key ingredient on a regular basis.
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6) Develop the “Mixing and  
Handling” Directions 
Determine and define specific methods for acquiring and 
utilizing your ingredients. In other words, you may need to 
“mix” relaxation into each day at a specific time in order to 
guarantee that your “recipe” is managed on a regular basis.  
Or you may need to specifically identify ways to manage 
disruptions in your schedule to make sure all aspects of your 
health are tended to. Perhaps you need to schedule a massage 
one month ahead in order to carry out your self-care plan. 
Whatever is required to “mix and handle” your recipe, think 
through the steps to making your essential “ingredients” or 
activities to soul care happen.

7) Identify Necessary Equipment 
Pinpoint what it will take to implement your recipe. In other 
words, do you need to purchase and “stock” an extra gym bag to 
make sure you always have the opportunity to exercise? Do you 
need to check your bath salt supply to ensure that your weekly 
soak in the tub occurs? Maybe you need to take five minutes 
every week to do an inventory of your soul-care “supplies” to 
remain fully prepared.

8) Adjust the “time and temperature” 
Fine-tune duration and intensity of your soul care activities to 
meet your needs in the moment. Some days you won’t be able 
to exercise for a full hour, so how will you adjust your days and 
times to meet your minimum needs? Are you skimping on time 
to journal? How do you need to shift your daily schedule in 
order to add time to sit down and write?

9) Test Your Recipe 
Good chefs always experiment, “taste”, and perfect their 
recipes. As you grow and change, the ingredients of your  
Recipe for Radiance may change as well. Remaining aware of  
how your needs and resources are shifting will help you  
perfect your soul care plan accordingly.
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10) “Plate” Your Masterpiece 
”Decorating and arranging” your life for radiant 
living can be fun! This is when you not only 
imagine your ultimate radiant life, but also get to 
experience and enjoy your hard work. Good chefs 
are always making sure their meals look and taste 
good, so sit back and savor the masterpiece you 
have just created. Enjoy your new sense of balance 
and fulfillment as you recognize how much better 
it feels to know and master the art of soul care.

  

As you align your life for radiant living, your life will continue to taste better and better. 
Review your recipe card for your own soul-care plan. Add notes for special instructions, 
“amounts”, “duration/frequency”, and any other specific information that will help you 
more clearly identify your Recipe for Radiance. Remember, the more clear you are with 
your recipe now, the easier it will be to implement your soul care plan when needed.

Your Ongoing Radiant Life
Your unique Recipe for Radiance will serve as a life-long tool to both creating and 
maintaining life balance and fulfillment. While some of the key ingredients may be 
added or omitted throughout life, your core recipe will likely remain the same. Not 
only will your “Recipe” create a constant source of nourishment, it will also offer you 
reminders for what you need to do to rebalance your life during and after stressful  
life events.  

Your soul health is in your hands.  You are your own master chef. And only you can  
create your own perfect Recipe for life-long radiance.

 


